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The Devil's Love
Sparks fly in this irresistible final installment of the fan-favorite Cabot Sisters
trilogy in New York Times bestselling author Julia London’s classic, The Scoundrel
and the Debutante. The dust of the Cabot sisters’ shocking plans to rescue their
family from certain ruin may have settled, but Prudence Cabot is left standing in
the rubble of scandal. Now regarded as an unsuitable bride, she’s tainted among
the ton. Yet this unwilling wallflower is ripe for her own adventure. And when an
irresistibly sexy American stranger on a desperate mission enlists her help, she
simply can’t deny the temptation. The fate of Roan Matheson’s family depends on
how quickly he can find his runaway sister and persuade her to return to her
betrothed. Scouring the rustic English countryside with the sensually wicked
Prudence at his side—and in his bed—he’s out of his element. But once Roan has a
taste of the sizzling passion that can lead to forever, he must choose between his
heart’s obligations and its forbidden desires. Originally published in 2015

One Night of Sin
From New York Times bestselling author of The Husband Hunt, The Heiress, and
other beloved historical romances, comes Lynsay Sands’s An English Bride in
Scotland, the first book in a new series set in the wilds of the Highlands. Annabel
had planned to become a nun. But when her mother arrives at the Abbey to bring
her home to marry a Scottish laird—her runaway sister’s intended husband—her
life takes a decidedly different turn. And though Annabel isn’t the wife he’d
planned for, strong, sexy Ross McKay is taken with his shy, sweet bride. Annabel
knows nothing about being a wife, running a castle—or the marriage bed. But her
handsome new husband makes her want to learn. When Annabel’s life is
threatened, Ross vows to move the highlands itself to save her and preserve the
passion that’s only beginning to bloom.

Devil In My Bed
When Devil, the most infamous member of the Cynster family, is caught in a
compromising position with plucky governess Honoria Wetherby, he astonishes the
entire town by offering his hand in marriage. No one dreamed this scandalous rake
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would ever take a bride. And as society mamas swooned at the loss of England′s
most eligible bachelor, Devil′s infamous Cynster cousins began to place wagers on
the wedding date. But Honoria wasn′t about to bend society′s demands and marry
a man "just" because they′d been found together virtually unchaperoned. No, she
craved adventure, and while solving the murder of a young Cynster cousin fit the
bill for a while, she decided that once the crime was solved she′d go off to see the
world. But the scalding heat of her unsated desire for Devil soon had Honoria
craving a very different sort of excitement. Could her passion for Devil cause her to
embrace the enchanting peril of a lifelong adventure of the heart?

The Devil Takes a Bride
Satan Took A Bride by Violet Winspear released on Nov 23, 1979 is available now
for purchase.

Devil Takes A Bride
Lady of Desire
They meet in a clash of swords, drenched in the moonlight of Britain’s rugged
eastern coast: Captain Jack, his handsome features etched in silver and shadow,
his powerful physique compelling “Kit” Cranmer to surrender. He is her dream
lover come vividly alive, and his command of the smuggling gang is absolute. His
all-knowing gaze penetrates her disguise as the “lad” leader of a rival gang with
frightening ease and his “punishment” with kisses leaves her maidenly modesty in
tatters. Suddenly Kit finds she’s only too delighted to explore with Jack the
pleasures conventionally reserved for married ladies . . . little knowing what
dangerous forces she’s unleashing. For even as Kit revels in midnight gallops and
cottage rendezvous, Captain Jack is laying a gentle trap that will curtail her
freedom . . . and bind her to him with a ring, a promise . . . and ties of devotion and
desire.

Falling for the Highlander
When Nash Renfrew wakes in the bed of lovely Maddy Woodford, he thinks he's
dreaming. Then he learns of his accident and the loss of his memory. But when it
returns, Nash has no desire to leave Maddy's side and continues pretending he has
amnesia. With each passing day, Nash's attraction to Maddy grows. But he's a
diplomat and she's just a country girl. How can he even entertain thoughts of
seducing her?

Whitehorn's Windmill
Gaelen Foley has become one of the hottest new writers in romance, enticing her
readers with bold love stories that burn with emotional intensity. Now in new novel,
she presents her most unforgettable hero yet, the irresistible Lord of Fire. After
years of preparation, he has baited his trap well, luring the depraved members of
Society into his devil’s playground so he can earn their trust and uncover their
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secrets. Yet no one in London suspects that Lord Lucien Knight is England’s most
cunning spy, an officer who has sacrificed his soul for his country. Now an
unexpected intruder has invaded his fortress of sin, jeopardizing his carefully laid
plans–and igniting his deepest desires. Beautiful, innocent, Alice Montague finds
herself at the mercy of scandalous Lord Lucien. But as he begins his slow seduction
to corrupt her virtue, Alice glimpses a man tormented by his own choices, a man
who promises her nothing except his undeniable passion. . . . From the Paperback
edition.

The Devil's Bride
Christian Montcalm was a practical man, if a destitute scoundrel, but his plan to
bed and wed the delectable Miss Hetty Chipple would take care of that sticky
wicket. However, there was a most intriguing obstacle to his success. Annelise
Kempton desired nothing more than to come between this despicable rogue and
the fortune (and virtue) of her young charge. Certainly, Annelise understood the
desperation that comes from hard times, but Montcalm would fail—she would
personally see to it. All that stands in her way is a man whose rakish charm could
tempt a saint to sin, or consign a confirmed spinster to sleepless nights of
longing…to give the devil his due.

The Devil Claims a Wife
Historical Romance: the reigning master of the New York art wold, Jonas Whitaker
was brilliant and compelling. When Imogene Carter pushed her way into his life, he
discounted her on sight. But Imogene came to learn from a master, and learn she
would--until she saw the terrible price he paid for his talent. And realized it was
impossible to catch a shooting star without being burned.

The Devil's Bride
Celebrated as an extraordinary new talent in romance, Gaelen Foley astounds
readers with her vibrant stories of passion and adventure. Now, hot on the heels of
her daring Lord of Fire, she spins the powerful tale of a hero tempted by the one
woman he is forbidden to love. . . . Damien Knight, the earl of Winterley, is proud,
aloof, and tormented by memories of war. Though living in seclusion, he is named
guardian to a fellow officer’s ward. Instead of the young homeless waif he was
expecting, however, Miranda FitzHubert is a stunning, passionate beauty who
invades his sanctuary and forces him back into society. Struggling to maintain
honor and self-control, Damien now faces an even greater threat: desire. A bold,
free spirit, Miranda has witnessed the darkest depths of Damien’s soul–and has
seen his desperate need for love. But before she can thaw his unyielding heart, she
must endure a terrifying nightmare of her own. . . .

Lord Satan's Bride
This early work by Stephen Vincent Benét was originally published in 1937 and we
are now republishing it with a brand new introductory biography. 'The Devil and
Daniel Webster' is a short story about a successful lawyer who believes you can
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win your soul back from the devil. Stephen Vincent Benét was born on 22nd July
1898 in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, United States. Benét was an accomplished
writer at an early age, having had his first book published at 17 and submitting his
third volume of poetry in lieu of a thesis for his degree. During his time at Yale, he
was an influential figure at the 'Yale Lit' literary magazine, and a fellow member of
the Elizabethan Club. Benét was also a part-time contributor for the early Time
Magazine. Benét's best known works are the book-length narrative poem American
Civil War, John Brown's Body (1928), for which he won a Pulitzer Prize in 1929, and
two short stories, The Devil and Daniel Webster (1936) and By the Waters of
Babylon (1937). Benét won a second Pulitzer Prize posthumously for his unfinished
poem Western Star in 1944.

The Portrait
Celebrated storyteller Gaelen Foley brings her craft to new heights with Devil
Takes a Bride, the seductive tale of a man bent on revenge and the beauty who
teaches him to love again. . . . In the quiet English countryside, far from the
intrigues of London, Lizzie Carlisle slowly mends her broken heart, devoting herself
to her new position as lady’s companion to the Dowager Viscountess Strathmore—
until her peaceful life is turned upside down by a visit from “Devil” Strathmore, the
old woman’s untamed nephew—a dangerously handsome man whose wicked
reputation hides a tortured soul. Devlin Kimball, Lord Strathmore, has spent years
adventuring on the high seas, struggling to make his peace with the tragedy that
claimed the lives of his family. But now he has uncovered the dark truth behind the
so-called accident and swears retribution. He has no intention of taking a
bride—until his eccentric aunt’s will forces he and Lizzie together, and Devlin finds
his path to vengeance blocked by the stubborn but oh-so-tempting Miss Carlisle.
Her passionate nature rivals his own. But disillusioned once by love, Lizzie will
accept nothing less than his true devotion. . . .

The Devil and Daniel Webster
Hell To Pay Leo Bailey may have been born to poverty, but ruthless business sense
and sparkling intelligence have made money worries a thing of his past. It doesn't
hurt that the Devil himself has granted Leo the ability to read the future. But even
infallible predictions are a déclassé commoner's trick to some members of the ton.
They'll never see Leo as their equal--one good reason to prove himself their better.
And a noble marriage is an obvious start. Bookish Anne Hartfield, daughter of a
baron, is hardly the flashiest miss on the marriage market. But her thoughtful
reserve complements Leo's brash boldness in an attraction neither can deny. A
whirlwind courtship sweeps Anne and Leo into a smoldering marriage before either
can believe their luck. But happiness built on Leo's dark powers can't last. Soon,
Anne will have to save her husband. . .or lose her heart. . . "Zoë Archer mixes my
two favorite things--paranormal and historical--brilliantly!" --Colleen Gleason Praise
for Zoë Archer and Her Novels "Romantic and wonderfully original." --Shana Abé
"The action explodes on page one and the pace never lets up."--Ann Aguirre
"Crackles with adventure." --Mary Jo Putney

The Scoundrel Takes a Bride
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Lady Erica had tried to bring peace to her people, so that they could join forces
against the Normans. Instead she became captive to the Saxon warrior, Saewulf
Brader! Wulf was, in truth, a Norman captain spying on the enemy. Chaste yet
fearless Lady Erica wasn't part of his plan. Her beauty was as disarming as it was
captivating, but Wulf knew that once she discovered his deception, their fragile
bond of trust would be destroyed….

The Accidental Wedding
THE DEVIL'S BRIDE was the only full-length mystery featuring French occult
detective Jules de Grandin. Inspired by Aleister Crowley, and rich with Lovecraftian
visions of a gibbering xenomorphic evil from the "dark” continents, THE DEVIL'S
BRIDE is an epic tale of black magic, murder and mutilation, rape and torture, and
genocidal race war.This new edition of THE DEVIL'S BRIDE also includes a bonus
story, HOUSE OF GOLDEN MASKS, in which vicious white slavers are abducting
young girls and subjecting them to bizarre rituals of torture and sexual
degradation. Seabury Quinn's tales of Jules de Grandin were amongst the most
popular to appear in Weird Tales magazine, with over 90 episodes appearing
between 1926 and 1938. The stories were notable not only for their supernatural
overtones, but also for strong elements of sadistic violence, misogynistic torture
and cruelty, negative racial profiling, and frequent scenes of female nudity. In fact,
Quinn was sure to include at least one scene of a naked girl under duress in every
piece, so that resident cover artist Margaret Brundage was provided with suitably
lurid visual material. As relics from a less enlightened age, Quinn's stories can only
now be read at face value, and by doing so the reader will enter a weird, sexually
perverse world of murder, mayhem, and machine-gun diplomacy.

The Scottish Bride
His Captive Lady
“You can’t help but fall in love with Lynsay Sands!” —New York Times bestselling
author Christina Dodd Lynsay Sands—the perennial USA Today and New York
Times bestselling author well-known and loved for her delightful novels featuring
the Argeneau family of vampires—once again shows us another side with Taming
the Highland Bride, the second in the wonderfully witty, supremely sexy historical
romance series she kicked off with Devil of the Highlands. With Taming the
Highland Bride, the incomparable Lynsay pays homage to the immortal Bard,
William Shakespeare, as she delights readers with a tale of a smitten Scotsman’s
determined efforts to tame his beautiful, hot-tempered fiancée, the notorious
“Stewart Shrew.”

To Catch a Bride
HorseYears ago I lost the one woman who's ever been able to rock my world. When
she disappeared into thin air I stopped caring, fucking whoever, whenever. The one
thing I didn't plan for was seeing her face in all of these women.No one could ever
compare to her and here she is, her ghost haunting me every day. I thought that
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relocating with the club to start our new charter would be the change I needed to
move on, but what happens when I see her again. Only this time, she isn't a
ghost.She's real.

Lord of Ice
Renowned storyteller Gaelen Foley unfurls the seductive tale of the rakish Lord
Alec Knight, who never looked for love–until it was right in front of him. . . . Lord
Alec Knight, the most daring and handsome rogue in all of London, is a smoothtalking aristocrat with an abundance of high-society lady admirers. With his
irresistible wit, lucky hand at the gaming tables, and enticing charisma, he can
have any woman he wants. But when the only girl he would have considered
marrying ties the knot with someone else, Alec realizes he doesn’t want to be with
just any lady–he wants to find the love of his life. The boldly spirited, beautiful Miss
Becky Ward takes his life by storm after he rescues her from peril. Alec soon learns
that she is on the run from her cousin, the murderous Prince Mikhail Kurkov. Becky
has uncovered a menacing secret about the prince–now nothing will stop him from
hunting her down. In the midst of danger, Alec and Becky find themselves deeply
drawn to each other. After the two spend an all-consuming night of sin, Becky’s
knight in shining armor vows on his honor to protect her until the end. But before
long, Alec is protecting her with more than honor–and it seems the once untamed
rake of London just may have found what he has been searching for all along . . .
true love.

Satan Took a Bride
They call him the Devil . . . He is the most notorious laird of Scotland: fierce, cold,
deadly . . . and maybe even worse. Yet Evelinde has just agreed to wed him.
Anything, she thinks, is better than her cruel stepmother. Though Evelinde should
be wary of the rumors, she can't help but be drawn to this warrior . . . for the Devil
of the Highlands inspires a heat within her that is unlike anything she has ever
known. They may call him whatever they wish, but Cullen, Laird of Donnachaidh,
cares only for the future of his clan. He must find a wife, a woman to bear him sons
and heed his commands. He has no need for beauty or grace, but one taste of his
lovely bride's sweet lips and the sultry feel of her skin arouse an untamed passion.
Perhaps there's more to marriage than he thought . . .

Demon's Bride
The three-year-old girl sitting on the steps of Brown's Club for Distinguished
Gentlemen insists that one of its members is her papa. Aidan de Quincy feels
obligated to help the wee thing, even though she certainly isn't his—or is she? To
find answers, Aidan must first track down the lovely widow he swore to forget
when their passionate affair came to a painful end. It doesn't help that Madeleine
Chandler is as sensual and enticing as ever For three years, Madeleine had
dreamed of seeing Aidan on her doorstep. The secret that once forced her to leave
him now compels her to pretend that this sweet child is hers—a lie Aidan will surely
never forgive. Yet the contented days and exquisite nights that follow are worth
the heartbreak she knows must come. The truth will out—and when it does, there
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will be the devil to pay

The Devil's Waltz
A plan born of desperation

Bride by Mistake
Devil of the Highlands
After many years of living alone in a deep forest, the Devil has gotten lonely. He
decides to buy himself a human bride to cure his loneliness as well as to help him
shed his devil identity. But when his new, beautiful young bride dies suddenly after
only a few blissful days, the Devil decides to build himself a bride. First one on his
list of items to acquire for the construction of his perfect mate: eyes.

The Devil's Bride
Taming the Highland Bride
With the smashing success of Lord of Fire and Lord of Ice, Gaelen Foley has
confirmed her place as one of historical romance’s hottest talents. Now with Lady
of Desire, a sizzling tale in which a fiery young temptress tames the king of
thieves, she delivers her most enthralling–and smoldering–novel yet. . . .
Impetuous Lady Jacinda Knight is the daughter of a scandalous woman. Though
society predicts she’ll follow in her mother’s footsteps, the spirited beauty stands
unashamed of her passionate nature. Then one night, in flight from a safe but
loveless marriage arranged by her strict older brother, Jacinda finds herself alone
on a dark and dangerous street face-to-face with Billy Blade, the notorious leader
of a band of thieves. His stolen kisses awaken in her a longing for a man she can
never possess. A handsome scoundrel running from a secret past, Billy Blade has
never met a woman like Jacinda–her fiery innocence and blossoming sensuality set
his rebel’s heart ablaze. Having turned his back on the privilege and power of his
tyrannical father’s house years before, he vows to return to his rightful place and
reclaim his title, Earl of Rackford–to win the love of the ravishing beauty who has
stolen his heart . . .

The Scoundrel and the Debutante
New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands welcomes readers back to the
Scottish Highlands, where a gallant warrior vows to protect a beautiful runaway . . .
Lady Murine Carmichael has known her share of bad luck. But when her debtridden half brother tries to sell her off in exchange for a few Scottish horses, it’s
the final straw. If keeping her freedom means escaping through harsh countryside
alone, so be it. She has barely begun her journey when she lands an unlikely
escort—the brawny Highlander who just refused to buy her virtue. Dougall
Buchanan was disgusted by Lord Danvries’ shameful offer, but Murine tempts him
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beyond measure. Even bedraggled and dusty, the lass glows with beauty and
bravery. Dougall wants to do more than just help her flee. He wants to protect
her—with his life and his heart—if she’ll only let him. For Murine may be pursued
by a powerful foe, but nothing compares to the fiery courage of a Highlander in
love.

The Autumn Bride
It was the perfect excuse to delay a dreaded marriage of convenience?head off on
an exotic journey to track down a young lady missing in Egypt for six years. Rafe
Ramsey, son of the Earl of Axebridge, is utterly besotted when he finally locates
the beautiful and spirited Ayisha, who has taken a new name. But a mysterious
past has made it impossible for her to return to England, and she is on the run
from something far more serious than an unwanted betrothal.

Devil's Bride
Lisa Berne’s Penhallow Dynasty continues with a pair of star-crossed childhood
friends who meet again years later—and find love where they least expect it . . .
Katherine Brooke may be a fabulously wealthy heiress, but she’s trapped, a pawn
in her parents’ ruthless game to marry her into the nobility. Then Captain Hugo
Penhallow—so charming, as handsome as a Greek god—comes into her life once
more, and suddenly she sees a chance to be free. As a Penhallow, his is one of the
highest names in the land, but still his family is facing ruin. So Katherine boldly
proposes an exchange: his name for her money. But only if Hugo understands it’s
merely a practical arrangement, and that she’s not surrendering herself entirely.
Back from eight years in America and determined to give his younger siblings a
better life, Hugo agrees. He’s never fallen in love, so why not? Yet neither of them
guesses that this marriage will become far, far more than they ever dreamed of . . .

The Devil's Lady
A woman's desire With dreams of a great romantic love, Abigail Carrington sails to
England to marry the man she has loved since childhood, Michael Ingram, Marquis
of Darfield. She believes her betrothed is a generous and noble man who has been
longing for her. But the handsome man waiting for her at the altar is a dark,
brooding stranger who rushes her into marriage, then abandons her at his country
estate. Only the passion of Michael's kiss gives her hope that theirs can be more
than a marriage of convenience. A man's need With scandal shadowing his past,
Michael, the Devil of Darfield, had no need for a wife. Remembering only the little
hellion who made life miserable for him aboard her father's ship, he resents the
agreement he made to marry her so he could save his ancestral home. Though
determined to ignore her, he cannot stop thinking about his lovely violet-eyed
bride. Her beauty tempts him. Her charm bedevils him. He tries to drive her away
until he almost loses her. Then he vows to regain her love—before it is too late.
From the Paperback edition.

Devil's Bride
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"Spoken of only in whispers-and with a name that strikes fear into the hearts of his
enemies-Guy St. Edmond wields his ancient sword like the Devil and his charm like
a weapon. Confronted with a woman who does not cower before him, he finds his
interest is aroused-but Jane Lovet is sworn to another. Yet her engagement is soon
broken by Guy's ruthless intervention, causing a scandal that echoes around the
royal court. Forced into marriage, he can't deny that having the desirable Jane at
his side night after night promises untold pleasures"--Page 4 of cover.

The Devil Takes a Bride (The Cabot Sisters, Book 2)
Bidden by King Edward to take a husband, Aisley de Laci chooses the reclusive
Baron Montmorency. But her plans to elude the altar go awry when she is
summoned to the baron's isolated keep to marry a man so shrouded in shadow
that she never sees his face.Bid by King Edward to marry one of his knights, Aisley
de Laci hopes toavoid the altar by choosing Baron Montmorency. 'Tis a union she
iscertain none will endorse, especially the baron, who is rumored topractice the
dark arts from his isolated keep.Renowned in battle, the Red Knight has secluded
himself at Dunmurrow forreasons of his own. And he does not want a wife, no
matter how wealthyand beautiful she might be. But even he cannot defy the king's
order,and what comes to him, he takes--and holds.Although Aisley refuses to
believe the tales that make Montmorency moremyth than mortal, she begins to
wonder whether he does possessmysterious powers. How else to explain her own
growing feelings for herhusband, a man so shrouded in shadow she has never seen
his face?Was she under a spell or truly the Devil's Lady?

Ancient Mariner
~Chosen as one of the best romances of 2013 by NPR and Library Journal~ From
the beloved, award-winning Anne Gracie comes this brand-new series about four
young women on the verge of destitution—until a daring act changes their fortune
and transforms each of them into a glowing bride. For fans of Mary Balogh, Julia
Quinn, and Stephanie Laurens Governess Abigail Chantry will do anything to save
her sister and two dearest friends from destitution, even if it means breaking into
an empty mansion in the hope of finding something to sell. Instead of treasures,
though, she finds the owner, Lady Beatrice Davenham, bedridden and neglected.
Appalled, Abby rousts Lady Beatrice's predatory servants and—with Lady
Beatrice's eager cooperation—the four young ladies become her “nieces,” neatly
eliminating the threat of disaster for all concerned! It's the perfect situation, until
Lady Beatrice’s dashing and arrogant nephew, Max, Lord Davenham, returns from
the Orient—and discovers an impostor running his household… A romantic
entanglement was never the plan for these stubborn, passionate opponents—but
falling in love may be as inevitable as the falling of autumn leaves *Mary Jo Putney

Lord of Fire
Unwittingly compromised by Lord Rupert Glennister, a handsome aristocrat who is
the subject of dark rumors, virtuous Calvina Bracewell finds herself married to a
man believed to have sold his soul to the Devil. Original.
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An English Bride in Scotland
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY RT BOOK REVIEWS In Stefanie
Sloane’s irresistible Regency romance series of spy games and seductive passion,
a rogue discovers that his desire for the wrong woman is so very right. A notorious
scoundrel, the right Honorable Nicholas Bourne has spent years in the East Indies
amassing a fortune through questionable means. Still, his loyalty to his older
brother, Langdon, and his childhood friends remains true and trusted. But when
Lady Sophia Southwell, the woman promised to Nicholas’s brother, seeks his help
on a dangerous mission, he is troubled—and torn. Unable to dissuade her from her
quest to find a killer, he vows to keep her safe. This makes his mission the hardest
test of his wits, honor, and skill. For Sophia is the secret love of his life. For years,
Sophia has planned her daring act of revenge against her mother’s killer. She has
painstakingly prepared herself by studying the criminal mind. Now she knows that
the moment is right and that Nicholas is the man to help her. But she doesn’t
count on the reckless temptation of his rugged sensuality or the captivating
intensity in his deep eyes. When desire and emotion intoxicate her as they venture
together into the darkest corners of London’s underbelly, Sophia must contend
with a yearning even more powerful than the quest for vengeance: the call of love.
“Stefanie Sloane’s books will leave you breathless.”—Julia Quinn From the
Paperback edition.

The Bride Takes a Groom
The story is about Whitehorn the miller's efforts to find a match for his beautiful
daughter, Jurga, against various calamities with and among suitors, neighbors,
priests and other inhabitants of the village, and ultimately against the devil's spell.
The interesting plot made the novel popular as juvenile literature, too.

Horse's Bride
A Vicar, widower, and father, Tysen Sherbrooke is unprepared for the courageous
spitfire who comes into his life when he becomes a Scottish baron.

The Devil's Bride
Witness a plan born of desperation and altered by passion in New York Times
bestselling author Julia London’s classic, The Devil Takes a Bride. Once the toast of
society, Grace Cabot and her sisters now await the shame of losing high status and
fine luxuries upon the death of the Earl of Beckington. The dire circumstances are
inevitable unless, of course, Grace’s wicked plot to seduce a wealthy viscount into
marriage goes off without a single hitch. But once a stolen embrace with the wrong
man leads her to be discovered in the arms of Jeffrey, the Earl of Merryton, her
plan takes a most unexpected—and scorching—twist. Governed by routine and
ruled by duty, Jeffrey had no desire for a wife before he succumbed to Grace’s
temptation. Though his golden-haired, in-name-only bride is the definition of
disorder, he can’t resist wanting her in every way. But once her secrets meet his,
society might consider their lives to be ruined beyond repair…while Jeffrey might
just see it as a new beginning. Originally published in 2015
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Captain Jack's Woman
Eight years ago, Lieutenant Luke Ripton made a hasty wartime marriage to protect
a young girl from a forced union. Now, unable to obtain an annulment, Luke has no
choice but to collect Isabella, the fiercely independent wife he never wanted. And
while they remain bound to their vows, they never expected that the passionate
fury they share could become passion of a different kind
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